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SUMMARY 

The aim of this paper is to present the status related to the establishment 
of a MID ATS Messaging Management Center (MID-AMC).  
 
Action by the meeting is at paragraph 3. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) Concept has been developed 
by ICAO for the provision of a global aviation standard telecommunications network to provide 
seamless ground-to-ground and air-to-ground communication services to support projected traffic 
flow increase. 
 
1.2 The state-of-the-art ATS Messaging Handling system (AMHS) which is one of the 
main ATN Messaging Applications, will be replacing the very low capabilities, obsolete 
AFTN/CIDIN Network Systems and has been installed and commissioned in most of the MID Region 
States, positioning currently the MID Region as the Lead Region worldwide in AMHS 
Implementation. 
 
2. DISCUSSION  
 
2.1 An efficient and proper AMHS Network operation requires consistent definition and 
distribution of Address information of the users, operators and providers. As a Short to Midterm 
solution, EUROCONTROL established an ATS Messaging Management Center (AMC) to provide 
centralized offline services management worldwide, with limited access to users outside EUR/NAT 
Region such as the MID Region. Depriving the other areas the exploitation of the capabilities of the 
EUROCONTROL AMC center. 
 
2.2 Due to that fact as well as the need to have centralized tool for the MID Region, and 
out of Jordan commitment towards the well-being of the civil aviation, CARC initiated the idea of 
establishment of an MID-AMC in the second meeting of the ATN/IPS Working Group.  
 
2.3 The MID Regional AMC can support States/Organizations that are in the process of 
implementing AMHS or those who have already started operational use of AMHS, and provide user 
access to a repository of information collected from wide-spread sources such as Documentation, Test 
activities and Implementers Forum, in addition to the provisions of essential information to 
States/Organizations aiming at a harmonizing the operation of their communication systems such as 
Network Inventory, Address and Routing Management. 
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2.4 During MIDANPRIG/12 participants realized the importance of the said center as an 
essential component of the combined AFTN/CIDIN/AMHS communication environment in the MID 
Region, and supported the initiative to establish the MID Regional AMC. Moreover it was agreed to 
use the MID AMC as an automated tool to update the regional Facilities and Services Implementation 
Document (FASID) tables related to the communication part. 
 
2.5 Accordingly MIDANPIRG/13 agreed to the following Conclusions: 
  

CONCLUSION 13/26:  MID AFTN/CIDIN DIRECTORY  
 

That, ICAO MD Regional Office: 
 
a) take necessary steps with Jordan to populate the MID AFTN/CIDIN Directory in 

the MID-AMC; and 
 

b) post the MID AFTN/CIDIN Directory in the ICAO MID Website. 
 

CONCLUSION 13/27:   MID-ATS MESSAGE MANAGEMENT  
CENTRE (MID-AMC) PROJECT 

That,  
 
a) Jordan complete the development of the MID-AMC; 

 
b)  ICAO MID Regional Office communicate with EUROCONTROL to 

provide the necessary support for the project; 
 

c) ATN-IPS WG and CNS SG develop the necessary legal framework for 
the use of the MID-AMC; and 

 
d) States be encouraged to use the MID-AMC on trial basis for one year. 

 
2.6 Based on the above Jordan has successfully completed the MID-AMC 
implementation, and the CNS SG/5 and ATN/IPS WG/5 meetings completed the tasks in Conclusion 
13/27 and agreed on development of Memorandum of Agreement (MoA) and establishment of Board 
from all MID States to manage the MID-AMC. Accordingly, the MID-AMC had been in operations 
on since 12 December 2012 on trial basis, and acknowledged that no negative feedback has been 
received so far from the system users. Furthermore, the MoA was signed by majority of the States 
during the DGCA-MID/2 meeting as shown in Appendix A to this information paper. 
 
2.7 For the establishment of consistency, uniformity and stability among the European 
AMC and MID-AMC centers, a meeting was held between MID-AMC team and EUROCONTROL 
where an agreement between the two AMCs on Synchronization protocol procedure, operational, 
technical and administration issues was concluded defining the main elements of the continuous 
coordination resolving most of the coordination problems. Including the creation of all new MID 
Regional AMHS users and providers by the MID-AMC, since EUROCONTROL had decided not to 
accept the creation of new users from the MID Region  
 
2.8 The meeting may wish to note that, thirty-six users from MID States (Bahrain, Egypt, 
Iran, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia Sudan and UAE) have been registered on 
the MID-AMC and participating in the trial operations of the MID-AMC. However, only couple of 
States have not yet signed the MoA, The joining of all MID States to the MID-AMC will benefit the 
MID Region ATN infrastructure and will improve the performance through their feedback on the 
operation of the MID-AMC. 
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2.9 In conclusion, working together is more effective and the participation of MID 
Region States exploiting their experience, knowledge and operations feedback will be very fruitful for 
the Region in particular and for the global aviation efficiency in general. The success of this regional 
project is very much dependent on the active participation in the trial period and provision of regular 
feedback about the operation and performance. 
 
3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 

3.1 The meeting is invited to note the content of this paper. 

 

--------------- 
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